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Social Etiquette and Safe Awareness

Mr. Ranjit Majumdar (HT Consultant)

Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura

Guest Lecture Hall

L2.O7.L7; 40 minutes

Classes V and VI (A- E)

Students' Workshop Dossier

Obiectives:

To build a child's confidence and self-esteem through etiquette.

To inculcate an attitude of respect and concern towards others.

Description:
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the session by asking the learners to always keep

discussed in the session in their everyday life. In

learners thoroughly enjoyed it,

their word and to implement the things being

a nutshell, it was an enriching session and the
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Social skills are important in all aspects of your child's life, from the playground to the classroom

to the u,,crkplace. Social skills help others feel comfortable u.rith us and help us nneke f:'iencls. Sc,

in order to inculcate an attitude of respect and concern toward otherb, a workshop on Social

Etiquette and Self Awareness was conducted for the learners of classes V and VI. The resource

person began the session with a brain storming session wherein he asked the learners to

articulate the importance of being good mannered which was followed by a discussion about the

benefits of etiquette and how it helps in boosting on.e's confidence and creating a good impression

on others. ,He emRhasized on following them under all circumstances. He held an in-depth

discussion on classroom etiquette wherein he took real life examples from the learners' life. He

compared the real life behaviour of the learners in the classroom and the ideal behaviour for a

particular situation and the benefits arising out the latter. This was followed by discussion on

'How to be the best-behaved child'wherein he talked'about toilet manners, party manners,

restaurant rnanners, to be appropriately dressed and groomed and deportment and posture -

walking, sitting, standing and facial expressions. A demonstration on how one to introduce

oneself and others was given along with the points to be kept in mind while doing so. He stressed

on 'Listening and its importance'. He also quoted that these days people listen to answer and not

to understand. He made a special mention on'Gossip and how it.can be avoided'. He summed up
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